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renault’s view of the future is much like the company’s past. it is always looking for new ways to offer a better driving experience. the brand is now owned by groupe renault, a sprawling group of international car brands including dacia, ds, alfa romeo and birel. it has been at the forefront of the
move to digital infotainment, offering the first generation of android auto and apple carplay, as well as the first dual-screen infotainment in a mainstream car. more than 1.6 million clios have been sold since its launch, so the brand is hoping the latest model will become the best-selling car in

europe. it will be interesting to see how renault’s more upscale models perform against growing rivals such as the vw polo and ford focus in the uk market, which has been increasingly dominated by german brands. the clio also has to compete with its own homegrown rival. the clio is the main
rival of the renault duster, and also faces a range of volkswagen group cars such as the volkswagen polo and the volkswagen up. even the new ford focus has a strong claim on the clio’s sales, although it is not competing against the clio in the same way the clio is competing against the focus.
the renault clio is one of the most recognisable names in the automotive world, one synonymous with small, reasonably priced superminis that are great to drive and offer lots of big-car appeal. over 15 million clios have been sold since the first arrived in 1990 and the latest model introduced

nearly 30 years later in 2019 hopes to continue this success. renault can clip diagnostic interface is designed to diagnose renault cars models including automatically test all renault models computers, reporgramming,airbag test and other functions the latest version supports multiple
languages. renault second generation, contains maintenance information english operation, with france all obdii cars original car testing, programming features, suitable for companies wishing to seize the popular car market.
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